
Downtime Reckoning - KRPS Open Table - 2022

Lifestyle Choice

The player decides which lifestyle the character has been living between sessions. The lifestyle cost on the 
following table must be paid for immediately, then the outcomes of the life style are determined in column 
order (1 through 4).

Lifestyle Cost 1) Ill Health
Save DC

2) Boosted
Health Gain DC

3) Base XP
Conversion

4) Extra XP
Conversion

Wretched - 18 - 10 -

Squalid 1 gp 16 - 20 10

Poor 2 gp 12 - 30 20

Modest 10 gp 8 20 40 50

Comfortable 20 gp 6 18 50 100

Wealthy 40 gp - 16 60 500

Aristocratic 100 gp - 16 80 1000

1) Ill Health

If the lifestyle chosen has an ill health DC then make 
a constitution save, otherwise your character has the 
ill health condition for this session. Ill health means 
you only have half your maximum hit dice available 
(round down) for healing. Long rests only recover hit 
dice back to that level. No more than half the 
characters maximum HP can be recovered at a time 
during a long rest.

This condition ends at the end of the session of play.

2) Boosted Health

Only check for boosted health if Ill Health has not
been gained!

If the lifestyle chosen has a boosted health DC, and 
your character did not just gain ill health, then make a
constitution check to try to gain boosted health. The 
effect is to have an extra 2 hit dice available for 
healing. Long rests recover all hit dice including the 2
extra hit dice.

This condition ends at the end of the session of play.

The Experience System

In “KRPS D&D 5e Open Tables” experience is divided into Raw Experience and Trained Experience.

When a DM allocates experience to players then it accumulates as Raw Experience, which has no effect on 
the character's level.

During the Downtime Reckoning process Raw Experience may be converted over to Trained Experience. 
You cannot convert more Raw Experience than you actually have.

Trained Experience is the experience that sets the character's level. If a character converts enough Raw 
Experience to Trained Experience to gain a level then they level up as part of Downtime Reckoning. The 
maximum level attainable is 8th.

3) Base XP Conversion

Take the number given in the Base XP Conversion 
column for the lifestyle chosen. Multiply that by the 
level of your character. This is how many Raw XP 
can be converted to Trained XP for having chosen the
life style.

4) Extra XP Conversion
The number for a life style in this column is the 
maximum amount of gold pieces that may be spent 
on training. Multiply the number of GP spent by the 
character's level to determine  how many Raw XP can
be converted to Trained XP for having completed the 
training.


